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ABSTRACT
Basing program analyses on formal semantics has a long
and successful tradition in the logic programming paradigm.
These analyses rely on results about the relative correctness
of mathematically sophisticated semantics, and authors of
such analyses often invest considerable effort into establish-
ing these results. The development of interactive theorem
provers such as Coq and their recent successes both in the
field of program verification as well as in mathematics, poses
the question whether these tools can be usefully deployed in
logic programming. This paper presents formalisations in
Coq of several general results about the correctness of se-
mantics in different styles; forward and backward, top-down
and bottom-up. The results chosen are paradigmatic of the
kind of correctness theorems that semantic analyses rely on
and are therefore well-suited to explore the possibilities af-
forded by the application of interactive theorem provers to
this task, as well as the difficulties likely to be encountered
in the endeavour. It turns out that the advantages offered
by moving to a functional setting, including the possibility
to apply higher-order abstract syntax, are considerable.

Keywords
abstract interpretation, Coq, fixpoint semantics, interactive
theorem proving, logic programming

1. INTRODUCTION
Formal semantics are at the very heart of the logic program-
ming paradigm [van Emden and Kowalski, 1976] and the
practice of “find[ing] notions of models which really capture
the operational semantics [..] for semantics-based program
analysis” [Levi, 1991] can be traced back at least thirty years
[Gabbrielli and Levi, 1991]. The success of formal seman-
tics in capturing observable properties of logic programs is
arguably due to the simplicity of the object language itself.
The wide range of available semantics aids the task of pro-
gram analysis since one merely needs to choose the simplest
semantics which captures the property that one wants to ab-

stract. Moreover, the process of abstraction itself has a long
and rigorous tradition [Cousot and Cousot, 1979]. When
abstract interpretation is used as a design methodology for
formal semantics, it usually entails a certain style of stating
and proving correctness results. This style has, therefore,
become common place in the literature on logic program-
ming semantics and analysis [Barbuti et al., 1993, Codish
et al., 1994, Janssens and Bruynooghe, 1992, Muthukumar
and Hermenegildo, 1992].

Over the same time, another community of logicians has
made significant progress in developing tools to support math-
ematical and program-analytic reasoning; interactive theo-
rem provers like ACL2, Coq and Isabelle are now success-
fully applied both in mathematics e.g. a mechanised proof
of the 4-colour theorem [Gonthier, 2007] and recently the
Feit-Thompson theorem [Gonthier et al., 2013], and in veri-
fication e.g. the verified C-compiler [Leroy, 2009, CompCert
Development Team, 2012] and the verified operating sys-
tem kernel SeL4 [Klein et al., 2010]. As of recent, Coq pro-
vides native support for induction over dependent data types
[Coq Development Team, 2010], and for vectors a.k.a. tuples
[Blanqui and Koprowski, 2011], which provide a convenient
way to handle n-ary terms and n-ary predicates, which are
ubiquitous in logic programming. These developments make
it possible to apply Coq to the task of proving correctness
results in the style of logic program semantics.

1.1 Motivation
We do not propose to do so simply ‘because we can’, but for
the following, well-considered reasons:

Maintainable Proofs. We know from painful experience
[Kriener and King, 2011] that correctness proofs in the logic
programming semantics style are like programs in a very
pragmatic sense: they require maintenance. Our ‘develop-
ment cycle’ often proceeds from the definition of a semantics,
to a proof of its correctness, to its implementation as a tool.
If the last stage encounters pragmatic problems, we may
well go back and adjust the semantics accordingly. In that
situation, the proofs need to be adjusted likewise. These
adjustments are very prone to error; They consist in identi-
fying all and only those cases where the proof ‘breaks’, that
is where the changes have a theoretical impact. They are
carried out by people who are convinced that the change
does not affect overall correctness. These same people have
invested considerably time in the details of a pen-and-pencil
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proof, and hence are unlikely to have the objective distance
required to critically re-examine their own work. Combined
with time or other pressures, the probability of a relevant
case being missed is high. We have found this in our own
work [Kriener and King, 2011]: if it had not been for the dili-
gence and the in-ordinate amount of time spent by a single
reviewer, Maurice Bruynooghe, we would not have managed
to achieve proper proof-maintenance. Interactive theorem
provers are made for exactly this task.

Formal Continuity Proofs. The vast majority of proofs in
formal semantics is based on (a version of) Kleene’s iteration
theorem, stating that the least fixpoint of a continuous func-
tion is the join of its iterates. To apply this theorem, and
hence standard proof techniques, semantic operators have to
be continuous. The formal semantics community has devel-
oped the habit of observing, rather than proving, the conti-
nuity of these operators. While compositionality is generally
enough to argue continuity of the inductive cases, it is often
the basic cases that deserve attention: not until doing this
formalisation did we appreciate that the forward operators
discussed in Section 4.1 are continuous only if their domain
is a complete Heyting algebra, that is to say meet distributes
over join; which it is only because downward closures do in-
deed construct complete Heyting algebrae.

The cavalier approach to continuity proofs becomes even
more of a problem when semantics are extended to treat
non-standard features, such as the cut: a number of stan-
dard denotational semantics for Prolog with cut are con-
structed by extending a semantics for Prolog with an addi-
tional clause for the cut [Debray and Mishra, 1988, de Vink,
1989, Billaud, 1990]. We have spent considerable time at-
tempting to ‘observe’ the continuity of such definitions, but
our observational powers have failed us. Really, though, the
burden of proof is on the authors here.

These continuity proofs are tedious, but they turn out to be
non-trivial in some cases. When an entire community rou-
tinely omits such proofs, the potential that a relevant case
is missed, is high. Coq exhibits gaps in formal developments
very clearly, and thus works strongly against any tendencies
to omit technical details. At the same time, it offers a way
of efficiently doing rigorous but laborious proofs. Even with-
out the development of sophisticated tactics which take care
of tedious details automatically (see Section 7), proof-effort
does not have to be repeated: considerable parts of the conti-
nuity proofs in our development are literally copied, pasted,
and then fixed in a few places.

Replacing Renaming by HOAS. Finally, apart from these
pragmatic human-centric reasons, there is a mathematical
motivation for moving from pen-and-pencil proofs to proofs
in a functional, automatically verified setting: logic pro-
gram semantics community standardly deals with the is-
sue of free variable by applying renaming operators, that
are constructed from projections, which are approximating
in the abstract context. The functional community has a
similar, if somewhat harder, problem with name capturing;
and has developed an elegant non-approximating solution
- higher order abstract syntax (HOAS). Applying this ap-

proach in the logical context relieves us of the need to apply
renaming operations, and thus renders the coresponding re-
quirements on the domains superfluous and the definitions
and proofs less complex. (In particular: the case of a pred-
icate call becomes trivial throughout.) Though not concep-
tually easier then renaming, the HOAS-approach is much
more natural when working within the functional setting of
Coq, because it is based on function abstraction and appli-
cation – native concepts in Coq (see Section 3.1).

1.2 Contributions
This paper concerns methodology rather than a novel se-
mantic result itself. Its contribution lies in the exploration
of a new, arguably better, way of stating and proving se-
mantic results in general. All results presented in this paper
have been mechanically verified using the Coq proof assis-
tant. The complete Coq development is available online at
http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB. Con-
sequently, the paper omits the proofs for results stated in
it; the reader is referred to the Coq development for the full
proofs. This work makes the following contributions:

HOAS for Prolog: We present an agent-style HOAS for
Prolog, which implements renaming as function application,
thus making free variables a non-issue in proofs and signifi-
cantly reducing proof-complexity.

Libraries for Semantic Proofs: We present a collec-
tion of libraries, based on work by Cachera and Pichardie
[Cachera and Pichardie, 2010], and containing formalisations
of the following results:
(a) continuous and co-continuous versions of Kleene’s itera-
tion theorem,
(b) the concept of a complete Heyting algebra,
(c) closure operators and proofs that they construct com-
plete lattices and complete Heyting algebrae,
(d) and sticky domains [Hudak, 1987] and function spaces,
i.e. structures which observe and propagate assertion viola-
tions [King and Lu, 2003].

These libraries form the basis for our formalisations of se-
mantic operators and correctness proofs and are ready to be
used by others.

Sample Formalised Semantics: We have chosen three
semantics, representing the three most common semantic
paradigms – forward, bottom-up and backward. We present
formalisations of these based on the aforementioned HOAS,
and formal proofs of the two properties, monotonicity and
continuity, which guarantee that a semantic is well-defined
and can be treated in the standard way.

Paradigm Verified Semantic Proof: Finally, we present
fully verified proofs of the (well-known) equivalence between
forward and backward approaches in logic program seman-
tics, which:
(a) provide examples of how to construct such proofs in Coq,
(b) identify hidden assumptions in earlier results.

2. FORMALISED PRELIMINARIES
Let us start this section with a note on dependent types. As
shall become clear in this section, virtually every type in the
following is dependent on the natural numbers (the only ex-
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ception being the abstract domain, which is a parameter to
the entire development). The reason is, that vectors of vari-
ables are absolutely fundamental in logic program analysis;
and vectors have an arity, i.e. are dependently typed. Build-
ing on a dependent type propagates the dependency upward
to every semantic and syntactic structure constructed from
vectors of variables. Vectors are supported as a feature of
Coq since version 8.4.

As is explained in Section 6, when we started this work a
year ago, there was no library containing formalisations of
the results required for logic programming semantics avail-
able with Coq version 8.4. A collection of libraries for do-
main theory, based on category theory, [Benton et al., 2009]
has since become compatible with version 8.4; however, at
the time the only option was to develop our own libraries,
proving from first principles the mathematical foundations
of logic programming semantics. These libraries are based
on work by Cachera and Pichardie [Cachera and Pichardie,
2010], who have formalised the Knaster-Tarksi fixpoint the-
orem [Tarski, 1955] and the lattice theory required for it.
This section is intended as a documentation of the devel-
opments in the following files: BottomGeneralCompleteLat-
tice.v, CompleteHeytingAlgebra.v, KnasterTarski.v, Kleene-
Theorem.v, CoContinuousTheorem.v, DownClosure.v, Stick-
yCompleteLattice.v, and finally StickyCompleteHeytingAl-
gebra.v. Most of these results can be found, e.g. in [Birkhoff,
1967, Abramsky and Jung, 1994], but to make the paper self-
contained, and since this paper aspires to be a road map for
applying Coq to logic programming semantics, we neverthe-
less summaries the results in our libraries. A casual reader
should be able to skim much of Section 2.1.

2.1 Semantic Operators and their Fixpoints
As mentioned in the introduction, we present formalisations
of logic program semantics in the forward, or top-down, the
bottom-up, and the backward style.

Forward semantics are generally operational. These seman-
tics work over representations of current states of computa-
tion, encoded in some concrete or abstract domain. They
construct mappings that simulate the effect that the exe-
cution of a goal would have on a given state [Janssens and
Bruynooghe, 1992].

Bottom-up semantics are denotational. They, too, work over
domains encoding current states. Rather than tracing the
call- and answer-behaviour of a query, these techniques at-
tempt to capture the behaviour of a goal in a compositional
fashion. They derive the meaning of a predicate from the
predicates that it calls [Barbuti et al., 1993].

Backward semantics, finally, are denotational in spirit, too.
They derive pre-conditions for satisfying some requirement
by propagating information backwards against the control
flow [King and Lu, 2002].

Results about all the above kinds of semantics are founded
on a corollary of Kleene’s recursion theorem [Kleene, 1938],
which states:

Theorem 1 (Kleene 1938). Given a complete lattice

A with respect to v, and a continuous function f : A
c−→ A,

the least fixpoint (lfp) of f is the join of its iterates: lfp f =F
{⊥, f⊥, ff⊥, . . .} [Coq Proof]1

Forward and bottom-up semantics are standardly defined
as the least fixpoint of some continuous operator. Backward
semantics, in contrast, are usually defined as a greatest fix-
point. In these cases, the dual theorem is applied:

Theorem 2 (Dual of Kleene 1938). Given a com-
plete lattice A with respect to v, and a co-continuous func-

tion f : A
co−c−→ A, the greatest fixpoint (gfp) of f is the meet

of its (downward) iterates: gfp f =
d
{>, f>, ff>, . . .}

[Coq Proof]

Complete Lattices and Complete Heyting Algebrae. The
structures underlying this result are complete lattices and
continuous function spaces. Below, we shall sometimes omit
some detail and simply say “A is a CL wrt v”. The intended
meaning of this is “One can define join and meet operators
and find bottom and top elements such that they form a CL
in conjunction with A and v.”

Importantly, the structure of a CL can be lifted to function
spaces which have a CL as their co-domain:

Lemma 1 (lifting CL to function space). Given a
CL wrt vB, B, and any set A, the function space [A → B]
is a CL wrt vAB, defined by a pointwise lifting of vB:
f1 vAB f2 ⇐⇒ ∀a, f1 a vB f2 a [Coq Proof]

Complete Heyting Algebrae form the computational domain
that is required for backwards analysis.

Definition 1 (complete Heyting algebra). A com-
plete Heyting algebra (cHa) is a CL in which binary meet
distributes over join: a ∩

F
S =

F
{a ∩ s | s ∈ S}

[Coq Definition]

A different way of characterising a cHa is as a CL in which
there exists a unique pseudo-complement for each pair of
elements.

Definition 2 (pseudo-complement). Given a CL wrt
v, A, the pseudo-complement of two elements of A, a and
b, is denoted by a ⇒ b and defined as the greatest x ∈ A,
such that: a u x v b [Coq Definition]

Lemma 2 (cHa has unique pseudo-complements).
Given a cHa wrt v, A, for every two elements a and b of
A, a ⇒ b can be uniquely defined as

F
{x ∈ A | x u a v b}.

[Coq Proof]

1This is a direct link to the web page showing the corre-
sponding Coq theorem and likewise for definitions.

http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/KleeneTheorem.html#lfpK_fixpoint
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http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/BottomGeneralCompleteLattice.html#PointwiseCompleteLattice
http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/CompleteHeytingAlgebra#CompleteHeytingAlgebra
http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/CompleteHeytingAlgebra#PseudoComplement
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Monotone and (Co-)Continuous Functions. In these struc-
tures, certain functions have the property of possessing fix-
points. These functions are those that respect, or are com-
patible with, the structure of their domains.

Monotone functions are a particular case in point: they re-
spect the order of their domain and co-domain. The Knaster-
Tarski theorem [Tarski, 1955] states that these functions
have least and greatest fixpoints.

Definition 3 (monotonicity). Given a CL wrt vA,
A, and a CL wrt vB, B, a function f : A → B, is mono-
tone, iff ∀ a1 a2, a1 vA a2 =⇒ fa1 vB fa2.

We denote the function space of monotone functions from A
to B by [A

m−→ B]. [Coq Definition]

Note that the function space [A
m−→ B] is a CL wrt the

standard lifting of the partial order from B. [Coq Proof]

Continuous functions are monotone functions which in ad-
dition preserve joins of non-empty chains:2

Definition 4 (continuity). Given a CL wrt vA, A,

and a CL wrt vB, B, a function f : A
m−→ B is continuous,

iff for all non-empty chains in S ⊆ A, f(
F

A S) =
F

B{fs |
s ∈ S}

We denote the function space of continuous functions from
A to B by [A

c−→ B]. [Coq Definition]

Again, the function space [A
c−→ B] is a CL wrt the standard

lifting of the partial order from B. [Coq Proof]

At this point, recall the definition of a cHa and note that it is
equivalent to saying that the binary meet operator u in the
underlying CL is continuous. There is another CL-structure
in which the operators of the underlying CL are continuous;
continuous lattices [Scott, 1971] are constructed by forming
ideals with respect to an auxiliary relation, the ‘well-below’
relation. However, we opt for a formulation in terms of cHas,
since they are simpler in this context: implementing contin-
uous lattices would require defining additional structure and
proving that it entails the continuity of lattice operators. A
cHa, on the other hand, is really nothing other than an ad-
ditional axiom on a CL.

Finally, the dual notion of continuity is co-continuity, or
meet-preservation:

Definition 5 (co-continuity). Given a CL wrt vA,

2There is some inconsistency in the literature concerning
the requirement that S be a chain: [Abramsky and Hankin,
1987] include it in their definition of continuity, [Abramsky
and Jung, 1994] do not. Including the chain requirement
weakens the notion of continuity, while not changing the
proof of Kleene’s iteration theorem. Since we can prove our
semantic operators continuous only in the weaker sense, we
adopt the weaker definition throughout.

A, and a CL wrt vB, B, a function f : A
m−→ B is co-

continuous, iff ∀ S, f(
d

A S) =
d

B{fs | s ∈ S}

We denote the function space of co-continuous functions

from A to B by [A
co−c−→ B]. [Coq Definition]

The pragmatic message to take away from these definitions
and their connections with fixpoint theorems is that, to proof
existence of a least or greatest fixpoint, it is sufficient to show
that a function is monotone. To prove interesting things
about these fixpoints, one generally needs to show that the
operator is continuous or co-continuous.

From a partial order to a cHa. Abstract interpreters for
logic programs are normally based on domains of constraints
over vectors of variables (see e.g. [de la Banda et al., 1996]
for a survey and an explanation of such constraint domains).
Constraints are naturally ordered by entailment, which con-
stitutes a partial order. One would think that requiring con-
straint domains to be CLs or even cHas puts limits on their
applicability. However, the mechanism of downward closure
constructs CLs and even cHas from partially ordered sets.
It is standardly applied in the context of logic programming
semantics to construct CLs from constraint domains. How-
ever, downward closure also constructs cHas, and a cHa is
necessary in establishing continuity of operators defined in
terms of u; a step that has previously been overlooked.

Definition 6 (closure operator & closed sets).

Given a set S, a closure operator c : P(S)
m−→ P(S) is any

monotone function which has the following two properties:
∀S′ ⊆ S, S′ ⊆ c(S′) (c is extensive)
∀S′,⊆ S, c(S′) = c(c(S′)) (c is idempotent)

[Coq Definition]

We call a subset S′ ⊆ S closed under c, iff c(S′) = S′.

Lemma 3 (Closed Subsets form a CL). Given a par-
tially ordered set S and a closure operator c, the set of sub-
sets of S closed under c, {S′ | S′ ⊆ S ∧ c(S′) = S′}, is a
CL with respect to ⊆, where

F
:= (λS, c(

S
S)) and

d
:=

T
.

[Coq Proof]

Definition 7 (downward closure & ideals). Given
a partially ordered set S, the downward closure operator,
↓ : P(S)

m−→ P(S), defined as follows, is a closure operator:
↓S′ := {x | ∃s ∈ S′, x v s} [Coq Definition]

We call a set closed with respect to ↓ and ideal.

By Lemma 3, given a partially ordered set S, the set of
ideals is a CL with respect to ⊆. Since that CL is based on
P(S), and in particular, its join and meet are simply the set-
theoretic union and intersection, the lattice thus constructed
is in fact a cHa:

Lemma 4 (Ideals form a cHa). A CL constructed as
in Lemma 3 is a cHa. [Coq Proof]

http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/KnasterTarski.html#monotone
http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/KnasterTarski.html#PointwiseMonotoneCompleteLattice
http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/KleeneTheorem.html#continuous
http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/KleeneTheorem.html#PointwiseContinuousCompleteLattice
http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/CoContinuousTheorem.html#co-continuous
http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/DownClosure.html#closure
http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/DownClosure.html#ClosedSubsetsCL
http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/DownClosure.html#down_closure
http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/DownClosure.html#DownSetsCHA


Sticky Domains and Functions. Since the results we present
in Section 4 concern the relative correctness and precision
of different styles of semantics, we require a way of telling
when two semantics observe the same property. For this
purpose, we include a general way of asserting properties in
programs (the ask-constructor, see Section 3), and observe
their violation. To reflect these assertion violations in the
semantic domains, we use so-called sticky domains [Hudak,
1987]. Sticky domains are a clean mathematical formula-
tion which allow one to continue the fixpoint computation in
an abstract interpreter when a violated assertion is encoun-
tered. The alternative is to abort the fixpoint computation
at this stage, which makes both the implementation and the
correctness argument messy. Then idea of a sticky domain

is to extend a set A by a special value b>, called ‘sticky top’,
which is formally above all other elements of A. We denote

A ∪ {b>} by bA. Unsurprisingly, if A is a CL or a cHa, its
structure is not affected by this extension.

Once an assertion has been violated, that violation does
not ‘go away’ again, but is propagated onward. To char-
acterise functions that respect this structure, we introduce
the space of sticky functions, which are continuous functions
that propagate assertion violations:

Definition 8 (sticky function). Given a CL wrt vA,

A, and a function f : bA c−→ bA is sticky, iff f b> = b>.

We denote the function space of sticky functions over bA by

[ bA s−→ bA]. [Coq Definition]

[ bA s−→ bA] is a CL wrt the standard lifting of the partial order

from bA, where ⊥ = λa, if a = b>A then b>A else ⊥A. [Coq

Proof]

Sticky functions are an elegant solution to a problem we en-
countered when first starting this formalisation: the proof
of correctness between the forward and backward seman-
tics (see Theorem 3) was incomplete [King and Lu, 2003],
because the base case did not go through. The definition
of a function space in which the bottom function preservesb> solves that problem, illustrating the subtleties that Coq
exposes.

2.2 Base Domains
In this subsection we define the concrete and the abstract
domains which form the basis for the syntactic and semantic
constructions in the rest of the paper. It can be read as a
commentary on BaseDomains.v ([Coq Definitions]).3

Concrete Domain. As mentioned above, the concrete do-
main is based on a domain of constraints over vectors of
variables Con, partially ordered by entailment. Note that
this set is implicitly sorted into sub-sets, based on the size of

3At this point, if not much earlier, the line between sets and
types becomes blurred (the Coq developments use types to
represent domains, which are commonly sets). The reader
is encouraged not to take the distinction too seriously; we
will try to use only the less suggestive term ‘domain’ from
here on.

the vector: there are constraints over a single variable 1Con,
over pairs of variables 2Con, and so on. Since our formalisa-
tion uses a dependently typed representation of vectors, the
representation of the type of constraints is also as a depen-
dent type. In fact, this dependency is propagated from here
on all the way through to the type of a program (see Section
3); everything is really a family of things dependent on an
arity (a natural number). Hence we assume a family of par-
tially ordered types (constraints), depending on the natural
numbers (the number of constrained variables). This as-
sumption is represented as a parameter in the Coq scripts,
with the code looking like this:

Parameter constraint : ∀(n : nat),Type.
Parameter constraint Partial Order ∀n,Poset.t (constraint n).

Since we will be working in a parametric (higher-order) set-
ting (see Section 3.1), we require a parametric notion of
constraint. The idea is simply to bind the free variables
in a constrained with a λ; e.g. x = [], y = z becomes
λxyz, x = [], y = z. We call the thus constructed family
of types PC. Like Con, PC is implicitly sorted into sub-
sets, with each ne ∈ nPC expecting a vector of n variables
(VarVec n), and returning a constraint over them.

Definition par constraint (n : nat) := VarVec n→ constraint n.

Note that each ne has infinitely many semantically equiva-
lent ’siblings’ of higher arity: λx, x = [] ∈ 1PC is equivalent
to λxy, x = [] ∈ 2PC and λxyz, x = [] ∈ 3PC and so-forth.

Finally, we define the family of domains C from Con, which
by Lemmas 3 and 4 is a CL wrt ⊆ and a cHa :

Definition C (n : nat) :=
closedsubset (down closure (constraint Partial Order n)).

Abstract Domain. Our development is parameterised by
the abstract domain D, the only requirements we put on it
is that it be a CL, and that that CL be a cHa:

Parameter D : Type.
Parameter CL D : CompleteLattice.t D.
Parameter cHA D : CompleteHeytingAlgebra.t D CL D.

Note that D is the only construct that does not have an
arity.

Like the concrete domain C, D is parametrised by vectors of
variables to construct a family of domains PD, depending
on the arity of the vector of variables:

Definition par D (n : nat) := VarVec n→ D.

Finally, we require the abstract domain D to be related to
each concrete domain nC by a Galois connection 〈nC,D, nα, nγ〉,
where nα : nC

m−→ D and nγ : D
m−→ nC.

3. SYNTAX
The syntax we will be working with describes somewhat
normalised pure Prolog programs. This normalisation is
achieved by three transformations:

http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/StickyCompleteLattice.html#sticky
http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/StickyCompleteLattice.html#PointwiseStickyCompleteLattice
http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/StickyCompleteLattice.html#PointwiseStickyCompleteLattice
http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/FvB/html/BaseDomains.html


app (~x) ←
disj conj tell x = []

tell z = y
conj tell x = [h|u]

conj tell z = [h|w]
head app (u, y,w, , , )

where ~x= (x, y, z, h, u,w)

Table 1: AST for append – standard syntax

(a) All clauses of a predicate are renamed to align the
variables in their heads, and then contracted into a
single clause, using disjunction ; in the clause. Hence,
every predicate is defined by exactly one clause.

(b) All free variables occurring in the body of a predicate
are bound by adding them as parameters to the head.
This increases the arity of the predicate.

(c) Throughout a program P , the arities of all predicates
are normalised to the maximum arity occurring in P .
This is done by adding unconstrained ‘dummy’ pa-
rameters, similar to constructing equivalent siblings of
parametric constraints (see Section 2.2).

These transformations make the dependent typing we are
using ‘harmless’ (see Section 5). Reasoning with dependent
types in Coq can be a non-trivial undertaking. The above
transformations push the dependence all the way up to the
level of programs. This way, a program has an arity n, and
that arity determines the arity of all its predicates and of
all the constraints occurring in their bodies. This means
we know up-front which subset of C, PC, and PD we will
be working with, and never need to ‘cast’ constraints or
elements of PD between them. From here on, we index all
constructs that have an arity by a subscript indicating that
arity. Since it will be the same everywhere, it will never
play a role, other than to remind us that we are in fact
constructig families of definitions and proofs, dependent on
this arity.

A normalised program of arity n is constructed from agents
of arity n (where nc ∈ nC and d ∈ D):

nA := nask d

| ntell nc

| nconj nA1 nA2

| ndisj nA1 nA2

| nhead p n~x

Note that ask is included in order to be able to observe asser-
tion violations, which will form the basis of the correctness
and precision theorems presented in Section 4; asknd is in-
tended to mean something akin to ‘assert nd’.

A predicate definition of an identifier p, a vector of parame-
ters n~x, and a body, which is simply an agent: p(n~x)← nA.
A program is simply a finite list of predicates.

This syntax constructs an abstract syntax tree (AST) which
contains a number of free variables.

app ←
disj conj tell λ~x, x = []

tell λ~x, z = y
conj tell λ~x, x = [h|u]

conj tell λ~x, z = [h|w]
head app

where ~x= (x, y, z, h, u,w)

Table 2: AST for append – HOAS

Example 1 (Standard AST for append). For exam-
ple, the append predicate is normalised as follows:

app(x,y,z,h,u,w):- x = [], z = y ;

x = [h | u], z = [h | w],

app(u,y,w,_, _, _).

The AST for this constructed by the above syntax is shown
in Table 1.

When reasoning about a program represented in this way,
one has to consider issues of freshness, and carefully map
variables onto each other while not capturing and thus over-
constraining variables. These issues are standardly handled
by using projection and renaming operators, and the theory
of these is rigorous and well-developed [Giacobazzi, 1993].
Since projection is an approximation, different styles of se-
mantics require different projections: a semantics defined
as a least fixpoint often needs an over-approximating pro-
jection onto a vector of variables ~x (∃~x), one defined as a
greatest fixpoint often needs an under-approximating pro-
jection (∀~x). These operators need to be linked by a Galois
connection in order for standard correctness and precision
theorems to hold between the respective semantics [King
and Lu, 2003]. In short, the occurrence of free variables in
the syntactic constructs necessitate a considerable amount
of mathematical machinery and put certain constraints on
the underlying domains.

The functional setting of Coq offers an alternative way to
approach this problem.

3.1 Higher-Order Abstract Syntax
The idea is to construct an AST without free variables. In
this syntactic construction renaming is implemented directly
as function application. Since the latter is a native concept
of Coq, we get a whole theory hidden ‘for free’ – we simply
do not have to worry about variable names in the proofs. A
syntax that constructs such an AST is called a Higher-Order
Abstract Syntax (HOAS).

The concept of a HOAS was introduced in the context of
logical frameworks [Pfenning and Elliott, 1988]. It has re-
cently been applied in the context of analysis of functional
programs. In that context, it offers a way of avoid com-
plications in proof structure arising from the possibility of
name capturing [Chlipala, 2008]. A common way of imple-
menting an HOAS is by using De Bruijn indices to make the
scopes of variables explicit [Bruijn, 1972]. The case in logic
programming is somewhat simpler.

The choice to use an HOAS means we shift our focus from



agents to parametric agents: a parametric agent is a function
from a vector of variables to an agent: PA : nV arV ec→ nA.
A parametric agent is a closed object (in the sense that it
does not contain free variables), which constructs an agent.
An agent constructed in this way is an open object, which
contains exactly those variables free, which were handed to
the parametric agent. To construct such parametric agents,
we amend the syntax in three ways:

(a) The constructors ask, tell, conj, disj, and head are sub-
stituted by ask, tell, conj, disj, and head, which
construct parametric agents, i.e. expect a further pa-
rameter n~v.

(b) ask resp. tell expects a (closed) parametric abstract
domain element resp. parametric constraint, not an
(open) abstract domain element resp. (open) con-
straint.

(c) conj and disj expect parametric agents.

The new syntax looks thus (where ne ∈ nPC and na ∈ nPD):

nPA := nask na

| ntell ne

| nconj nPA1 nPA2

| ndisj nPA1 nPA2

| nhead p

[Coq Definition]

Finally, predicates are now defined by an identifier and a
parametric agent: p ← nPA. That is to say, the body of
a predicate is a function from a vector of parameters to an
agent over these parameters.

Example 2 (HOAS AST for append). The new AST
constructed for app is shown in Table 2. Note that all vari-
ables here are explicitly bound by λs. When implementing
such a syntax, the additional information about the scope
of each variable can be represented using De Bruijn indices
[Bruijn, 1972].

There are two important differences between the ASTs in
Table 1 and Table 2:

(a) free variables vs explicit scoping The AST in Ta-
ble 1 contains free variables. In contrast, in Table 2
all variables in the constraints under tell-constructors
and the abstract domain elements under ask-construc-
tors are bound by a λ. Recall that the entire AST is
interpreted as a function; when applied to a vector ~x,
conj and disj pass ~x down to their component para-
metric agents. Thus ~x is propagated to the leafs of a
tree, where it is either used as an argument for the
parametric abstract domain element under an ask or
for the constraint under a tell, or is passed on as the
parameter for the parametric agent that is the body of
the predicate called by head. This propagation is done
in the semantic operators described in the Sections 4.

(b) parametric predicate call In Table 2, there is no
vector of variables under the head-constructor. This
is where the true advantage of using a HOAS for se-
mantic proofs lies: because there are no parameters
named under the head-constructor, there are no vari-
able names to be used for renaming in a predicate call.
Put differently: because the body of app is a para-
metric agent, it does not contain any free variables.
There is therefore no need to project or rename any-
thing in it when calling app. When the entire AST is
applied to a concrete vector of parameters ~x, ~x is prop-
agated throughout, without ever being touched (again,
see Section 4).

3.2 Lifted Domains
The domains for semantic operators are mapping from syn-
tax to base domains. These liftings define the following func-
tion spaces:

Definition 9 (Mono− and Poly− function spaces).
One lifting step constructs mappings from agents to concrete
or abstract domain elements:

nMonoC := nA→ nC, and

nMonoD := nA→ D.

Two steps construct mappings from agents to sticky func-
tions:

nPolyC := [nA→ (n
bC s−→ n

bC)], and

nPolyD := [nA→ ( bD s−→ bD)].
[Coq Definitions]

These function spaces inherit the structure of their co-domains,
and therefore are CLs.

4. FORMAL SEMANTICS
In this section we finally present formalisations of semantic
operators and results about their relative correctness and
precision. The definition are identical to those in [King and
Lu, 2003], except for the fact that they work over the HOAS
defined in the last section. That is to say, in all these defi-
nitions, the third parameter to the semantic operator is an
n-ary agent, constructed by applying an n-ary parametric
agent to a vector of n variables ~x. The effects of this differ-
ence will quickly become apparent.

4.1 Forward Semantics
As mentioned previously (Section 2), forward semantics are
generally operational, and construct mappings that simulate
the effect that the execution of a goal would have on a given
state. Their domains therefore are nPolyC and nPolyD.

4.1.1 Concrete Forward Semantics
Definition 10 (concrete forward semantics). The

concrete forward semantics is defined as the least fixpoint
of the operator nFC : nPolyC

c−→ nPolyC , which is de-
fined by the equations below, where nP is an n-ary program,

nf : nPolyC , na ∈ nPD, ne ∈ nPC, nκ is an n-ary paramet-
ric agent, and n~x is a vector of n variables.4

4 For the sake of legibility, arity-subscripts are omitted in
the equations defining the semantic operators in this section.
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FC (P, f, ask a ~x) =

λ c. if α(c) v a(~x) then c else b>
FC (P, f, tell e ~x) =

λ c. if c = b> then b> else ↓{e(~x)} u c
FC (P, f, conj κ1 κ2 ~x) =

λ c. f κ2(~x) (f κ1(~x) c)
FC (P, f, disj κ1 κ2 ~x) =

λ c. (f κ1(~x) c) t (f κ2(~x) c)
FC (P, f, head p ~x) = λ c. f κ(~x) c

where p← κ ∈ P
[Coq Definition]

The fundamental difference between this definition and its
original version in [King and Lu, 2003] is the presence of a
vector of variables n~x in each case. Let us therefore consider
the role that n~x plays:

(a) In the first to cases for nask and ntell, n~x is used to
derive elements of D resp. nC, as required by the se-
mantics, from parametric elements of nPD resp. nPC,
which occur in the syntactic constructs.

(b) The third and fourth case for nconj and ndisj are re-
cursive, i.e. they apply nf to construct a new nf

′. Here

n~x is simply propagated to the two parametric agents

nκ1 and nκ2 from which the compositional agent is con-
structed.

(c) The final case is probably the most puzzling to anyone
not familiar with HOAS; it is important to remember
that predicates in nP are defined by a predicate head p
and a parametric agent nκ and that nκ does not contain
free variables. Rather, nκ is a function from a vector of
variables to an agent constraining only those variables.
Since there are no variable names in the definition of p,
no renaming is required: when simulating a predicate
call, the semantics simply takes a parametric body and
constructs the right instance of that body for the given
call.
Consider again the sample ASTs in Tables 1 and 2:
passing n~x to the body of app as shown in Table 2,
constructs the same agent that would be the result
of renaming the free variables in the body of app as
defined in Table 1 to the variables in n~x.

The reader will agree that the move to HOAS hardly makes
the first four cases more complicated. The last, however, is
simplified significantly. To compare. consider that line as it
occurs in the original definition in [King and Lu, 2003]:
FC (P, f, head p ~x) =

λc.
F
{f A (↓({~x = ~y})buc | p(~y)← A�p(~x,c P}

The HOAS approach releaves us of any worry concerning
variables names and renders the case of a predicate call no
more conceptually involved than that of a disjunctive agent.

4.1.2 Abstract Forward Semantics
Definition 11 (abstract forward semantics). The

abstract forward semantics is defined as the least fixpoint

The reader is asked to keep in mind that all symbols are
implicitly subscripted, indicating that they are of arity n.

of the operator nFD : nPolyD
c−→ nPolyD, which is de-

fined by the equations below, where nP is an n-ary program,

nf : nPolyD, na ∈ nPD, ne ∈ nPC, nκ is an n-ary paramet-
ric agent, and n~x is a vector of n variables.

FD (P, f, ask a ~x) =

λ d. if d v a(~x) then d else b>
FD (P, f, tell e ~x) =

λ d. if d = b> then b> else α(↓{e(~x)}) u d
FD (P, f, conj κ1 κ2 ~x) =

λ d. f κ2(~x) (f κ1(~x) d)
FD (P, f, disj κ1 κ2 ~x) =

λ d. (f κ1(~x) d) t (f κ2(~x) d)
FD (P, f, head p ~x) = λ d. f κ(~x) d

where p← κ ∈ P
[Coq Definition]

Again, to assess the effect of the HOAS approach, consider
the case for a predicate call, as it appears in the original
definition in [King and Lu, 2003] (where ρ~x,~y is the renaming
operator substituting ~x with ~y):
FD (P, f, head p ~x) =
λd.ρ~y,~x(∃~y(f A (ρ~x,~y(∃~x(d)))))bu where p(~y)← A�p(~x) P

The following result states that FD is a sound approximation
of FC , that is to say that, for any program nP if lfp (FDnP )
does not observe an assertion violation, than lfp (FCnP ) does
not observe such a violation, either (compare [King and Lu,
2003, Proposition 1]).

Lemma 5 (nFD is correct wrt nFC). For any arity n,
program nP , agent nA and nc ∈ nC,

(lfp (nFD nP )) nA α(nc) 6= b> =⇒ (lfp (nFC nP )) nA nc 6= b>
[Coq Proof]

4.2 Bottom-Up Semantics
Bottom-up semantics capture the behaviour of a goal in a
compositional fashion, by constructing a summary of the its
success patterns (see Section 2):

Definition 12 (bottom-up semantics). The bottom-
up semantics defined as the least fixpoint of the operator

nSD : nMonoD
c−→ nMonoD, shown below, where nP is an

n-ary program, nf : nMonoD, na ∈ nPD, ne ∈ nPC, nκ is an
n-ary parametric agent, and n~x is a vector of n variables.

SD (P, f, ask a ~x) = >
SD (P, f, tell e ~x) = α(↓{e(~x)})
SD (P, f, conj κ1 κ2 ~x) = (f κ1(~x)) u (f κ2(~x))
SD (P, f, disj κ1 κ2 ~x) = (f κ1(~x)) t (f κ2(~x))
SD (P, f, head p ~x) = f κ(~x)

where p← κ ∈ P
[Coq Definition]

Again, allow us to compare the final case above to its original
in [King and Lu, 2003]:
SD (P, f, head p ~x) =

ρ~y,~s(∃~y(f A)) where p(~y)← A�p(~x) P

The following two lemmas show that nSD correctly charac-
terises nFD except when an assertion is violated (compare
[King and Lu, 2003, Lemma 3, Lemma 2]). Lemma 6 states
that SD constructs a safe under-approximation of FD.
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Lemma 6 (nSD under-approximates nFD). For any ar-
ity n, program nP , agent nA and d ∈ D,
d u (lfp (nSD nP )) nA v (lfp (nFD nP )) nA d

[Coq Proof]

Lemma 7 states that, if no assertion is violated nSD con-
structs a safe over-approximation of nFD. In combination
with Lemma 6 it amounts to showing that nSD and nFD are
equivalent, as long as no assertion is violated.

Lemma 7 (nSD over-approximates nFD). For any ar-
ity n, program nP , agent nA and d ∈ D,

(lfp (nFD nP )) nA d 6= b> =⇒
(lfp (nFD nP )) nA d v d u (lfp (nSD nP )) nA

[Coq Proof]

4.3 Backward Semantics
Finally, a backward semantics derives pre-conditions suffi-
cient for the satisfaction of some requirement by propagating
information backwards against the execution order. Since
these pre-conditions should be as weak as possible, they are
computed by iterating down the lattice, starting from >,
until a sound condition is found. The semantics is therefore
defined as a greatest, not a least fixpoint:

Definition 13 (backward semantics). Our backward
semantics is defined as the greatest fixpoint of the operator

nBD : nMonoD
c−→ nMonoD, defined below, where nP is an

n-ary program, nf : nMonoD, na ∈ nPD, ne ∈ nPC, nκ is an
n-ary parametric agent, and n~x is a vector of n variables.

BD (P, f, ask a ~x) = a(~x)
BD (P, f, tell e ~x) = >
BD (P, f, conj κ1 κ2 ~x) =

(f (κ1 ~x)) u ((lfp SD) κ1(~x)⇒ f κ2(~x))
BD (P, f, disj κ1 κ2 ~x) = (f κ1(~x)) u (f κ2(~x))
BD (P, f, head p ~x) = f κ(~x)

where p← κ ∈ P
[Coq Definition]

Note that the final case above is in fact identical to that in
the definition of SD. Its original in terms of projection and
renaming looks thus [King and Lu, 2003]:
BD (P, f, head p ~x) =

ρ~y,~s(∀~y(f A)) where p(~y)← A�p(~x) P

Theorem 3 below states that the pre-conditions calculated
by nBD precisely characterise those queries for which nFD

does not observe a violated assertion. That is to say, back-
wards and forwards analysis are equivalent (compare [King
and Lu, 2003, Theorem 3, Theorem 4]).

Theorem 3 (nBD and nFD are equivalent). For any
arity n, program nP , agent nA and nc ∈ nC,

(lfp (nFD nP )) nA α(nc) 6= b> ⇐⇒ α(nc) v (gfp (nBD nP )) nA
[Coq Proof]

Finally, Theorem 3 in conjunction with Lemma 5 are suffi-
cient to show that nBD is correct with respect to the original

operational semantics nFC ; that is to say, a call that satisfies
the pre-condition derived by nBD will not violate an asser-
tion (compare [King and Lu, 2003, Corollary 2]).

Theorem 4 (nBD is correct wrt nFC). For any ar-
ity n, program nP , agent nA and nc ∈ nC,

α(nc) v (gfp (nBD nP )) nA =⇒ (lfp (nFC nP )) nA nc 6= b>
[Coq Proof]

5. REFLECTIONS
At this point let us pause to reflect on the question of whether
it was worth learning Coq for this. There is no denying that
there is a considerable effort required for a practitioner of
logic programming semantics to become sufficiently fluent in
their use of Coq to be able to construct proofs like the ones
presented above. In order to allow a reader to make a some-
what informed decision on this question, this section dis-
cusses the difficulties we encountered, and assesses whether
the benefits claimed when motivating this work have mate-
rialised (see Section 1.1).

Automated vs Pen-and-Pencil Reasoning. First of all,
let us re-iterate the most fundamental point in favour of
automation: humans make mistakes. Even though care-
fully thought through and reviewed, there were some slips
in the original formulations of these semantic operators and
proofs. As mentioned above (see Section 2), semantic op-
erators that are defined in terms of u are only continuous
when their domain is a cHa [Coq Proof] – a requirement
largely overlooked until now. In addition, some of the cases
in the proofs did not quite work the way they were stated.
(In particular, the base case of the right-to-left direction of
Theorem 3 only goes through when the iteration is over the

sticky functions, where the bottom function returns b> when

given b> [Coq Proof]. In Lemma 7, the induction hypothesis
has an antecedent that was not satisfied when applying it in
the conjunctive case; the solution there is to prove Lemma
6 first and apply it at this point [Coq Proof] )
Now, none of these fundamentally compromise the correct-
ness of the results stated. However, a logician will appreciate
the appeal of a technique that provides high confidence that
such slips do not occur – automation is that technique.

Difficulties. First of all, learning Coq is learning a pro-
gramming language, no more, no less. Secondly, there are
two features of Coq which are indispensable for the work we
have done and not trivial to utilise: dependent types and
type classes.

Dependent Types As explained above (see Section 2), for-
malising logic programming semantics without dependent
types is impossible, as far as we can see, because of the
omnipresence of vectors of variables. Reasoning about de-
pendent types can be painful in Coq. The reason is that
a family of types, depending on the natural numbers, re-
quires a families of relations to compare them: the statement
‘(x1, x2) = (y1, y2)’ is really ‘2(x1, x2) 2= 2(y1, y2)’. The
statement ‘2(x1, x2) = 3(y1, y2, y3)’ is ill-typed and Coq will
not accept it. Now, what about the statement ‘2(x1, x2) =

(1+1)(y1, y2)’? Should it be 2= or 1+1= in the middle? The
human will say: “That’s the same thing!!!” But exclamation
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marks will not help, they will have to convince Coq that it
is. Cases like this, in which something has to be cast from
one dependent type to another, which is semantically equiv-
alent but not syntactically so, frequently arise and can be
frustrating.
However, by constructing our syntax so that there only ever
is one subscript in the dependent types (see Section 3), we
avoid this difficulty entirely. At this point, therefore, poten-
tial future users can benefit from our pain; careful set-up
renders dependent types no hindrance to formalising logic
programming semantics.

Type Classes Type classes [Coq Development Team, 2010,
Chapter 18] are effectively a way to do object-oriented pro-
gramming in Coq. A statement like “For any set A, and
partial order v over A, a CL is defined as . . .” is formalised
using type classes. When using a concrete A later, one de-
fines an instance of the type class CL. Facts about, say, CLs
work the same way. Hence when applying a lemma, Coq
has to find the right instance of the lemma for the case at
hand. That inference is not trivial and in practice does not
always work correctly. Where it fails, it is up to the human
to ‘help’ it, by specifying exactly which instance is required.
Having to go deep into these details is painful at first; the
continuity proofs for the forward semantics took us a long
time partly because of this issue - it is visible in the proofs
in form of statements starting apply (@Lemma . . . ). This is
a real difficulty and there seems to be no way around it.

Benefits. However, the benefits that are bought for this
price are considerable.

Renaming vs HOAS HOAS really does make the semantics
cleaner and the proofs easier; look at the last case in any of
the proofs in Theorems34Corollary2.v and you will see that
it is straightforward throughout.

Proof Maintenance Our experience shows that proof main-
tenance with Coq is every bit as easy as we hoped it would
be; the process of adjusting the proofs to a change in the
semantics is very clean. It is difficult to convince others of
this subjective experience simply by explaining it. However,
we encourage the reader to download the scripts, change a
minor detail somewhere (the easiest is probably to change
the name of a constructor in the syntax) and then see what
happens when re-compiling.

Talking a Common Language Finally, a practitioner of logic
programming semantics may well feel slightly resentful to
have to change the way they are doing maths in order for it
to fit into the functional setting of Coq; we certainly were
initially annoyed by what we perceived as the unnecessary
complication of dependent types. However, we have come to
look at this requirement in a more favourable light: it seems
desirable to us, for the disciplines of logic and functional pro-
gramming to work together as closely as possible. In order
to do that, we have to talk a common language. Since we
can expect further advances in the (functional) proof tech-
nology, it seems a good idea to start doing Prolog semantics
in this setting, not only because of the benefits mentioned
above, but also in order to be ready to benefit from these
advances when they come along.

6. RELATED WORK

Domain Theory in Coq. As far as we are aware, the only
existing Coq formalisation of large parts of domain theory
required for logic program analysis is the category-theoretic
work by [Benton et al., 2009]. That work is based on ssreflect
[Gonthier and A.Mahboubi, 2010], which is an extension of
Coq containing libraries and a tactic language for mathe-
matical reasoning. It was developed for formalising ‘real’
mathematics [Gonthier, 2007] and [Gonthier et al., 2013],
and at the time we started this development, ssreflect was
not compatible with Coq 8.4. Since we judged it easier to
re-implement the domain theory, than the dependent typ-
ing available in Coq 8.4, we chose not to use [Benton et al.,
2009].

Abstract interpretation and fixpoint semantics in Coq.
Work has been done on formalising abstract interpretation
frameworks in Coq, including recently the following. Mem-
bers of the Celtique group have developed a fully verified
abstract interpreter [Cachera and Pichardie, 2010, Besson
et al., 2009, Besson et al., 2006, Cachera et al., 2005] for
small imperative languages. In the process of that develop-
ment, they present formalisations of several fixpoint theo-
rems. Bertot and Komendantsky have presented a way of
representing partial and non-terminating functions in Coq
[Bertot and Komendantsky, 2008] based on a fixpoint con-
struction, which involves a formalisation of the Knaster-
Tarski theorem. Finally, Benton et al. formalised a proof of
correctness between an operational and a denotational se-
mantics of a functional language [Benton et al., 2009].

Prolog semantics in Coq. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, we are not aware on any work on mechanising cor-
rectness arguments about logic programming semantics in
the abstract interpretation style. In fact, it appears that
the only formalisation work that has been done in the con-
text of Prolog is Pusch’s verification of a compilation from
an operational semantics of Prolog to the Warren Abstract
Machine in Isabelle/HOL [Pusch, 1996].

HOAS for Prolog. Logic programming with higher order
abstract syntax is not new. As mentioned above, the idea of
HOAS stems from the context of logical frameworks [Pfen-
ning and Elliott, 1988], which is implemented in the Twelf
system [Schürmann, 2009]. Other Prolog dialects that are
implemented using HOAS are λProlog [Felty et al., 1988]
and αProlog [Cheney and Urban, 2004].

7. FURTHER WORK
There is a number of directions we plan to take this work.

Proof Automation. Given all the basic structure, the next
step is start writing some tactics for semantic reasoning to go
with the libraries presented. Starting with tactics that take
care of the details that proofs from first principles require, so
that, e.g. commutativity or associativity of operators need
not explicitly be mentioned. That would already shorten
the proofs considerably. From there one can proceed to tac-
tics that automatically perform the right induction an case
destruction, and take care of easy cases automatically.

A tactic that automatically proofs continuity for operators
or relationships between them is unlikely to happen, but we



can realistically construct tactics that take care of unnec-
essary details and leave the human being to focus on the
interesting cases only.

Applications. There are several potential applications for
the techniques presented here:

Program Transformations Program transformations have been
applied widely in logic program analyses. A good example is
the magic transformation [Ramakrishnan, 1991], which de-
rives call- and answer-patterns using an bottom-up abstract
interpreter. There has been some discussion of the proof
of correctness for this transformation, with several ‘revised’,
i.e. simpler, proofs being published recently (see [Drabent,
2012]). The fact that correctness proofs for program trans-
formations can be complex enough to make their simplifica-
tion interesting in itself, suggests that formalising them may
be useful in establishing confidence in their correctness. It
would be interesting to see whether the work presented here
can be applied to this purpose.
We therefore plan to attempt to prove the (hitherto un-
proven) correctness of the program transformation for back-
ward analysis presented in [Gallagher, 2003].

Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) Another possible appli-
cation would be to prove correctness of abstractions of CHR
programs like the one presented in [Schrijvers et al., 2005].
Since CHR are multi-headed, their semantics are consider-
ably more involved. It would be interesting to see whether
our formalisation can handle the added mathematical com-
plexity.

Analysis of Programs containing ‘cut’ In the same spirit, we
plan to attempt to formalise the correctness proofs of our
own determinacy analysis for Prolog with ‘cut’ [Kriener and
King, 2011]. The domain underlying the forward semantics
comprises sequences of ideals, and the programs are nor-
malised and cut-stratified, and hence the mathematical rea-
soning is considerably more involved than what is required
for the results above.

8. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented formalisations of logic programming se-
mantics in the three most common styles, foward or top-
down, bottom-up, and backward, and verified results about
them. These semantics are based on a HOAS for Prolog,
which replaces projection and renaming operators and thus
makes both the semantic operators and the proofs simpler

More importantly, however, we have provided a framework
and given an example of how to formally verify correctness
of logic program analysis. We hope that our report on the
difficulties we encountered and the benefits we perceive in
this move to verified analyses will be interesting to the com-
munity in assessing the possibilities for future work.
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